
38th & Blake Station Area Height Amendments 
Steering Committee Meeting #3 

Meeting Summary 
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 

 
Location: EXDO Event Center Offices, 3535 Larimer St 
Time: 3:30pm – 5:30pm 
 
Meeting Start: 3:40pm 
 
Attendees: Cynthia Brashears-Wake, Albus Brooks, Justin Croft, Andrew Feinstein, Joel Noble, & 
Armando Payan 
Staff: Steve Nalley, Louis Kolker, Tim Watkins, Mallory Bettag, Emily Gloeckner, Chris Nevitt 
 
• Hard copies of the Meeting Agenda, Public Meeting #1 Draft Worksheet, and Density Bonus 

Program Case Study Summaries were provided to all committee members and attendees. 
• The first agenda item included the review of the planned activities and methods for public input at the 

first public meeting. Tim Watkins presented to the committee that staff discussed plans to provide 
information boards on display for meeting participants to walk around and view each plan. 
Additionally, staff had planned to provide a series of image height preference boards, depicting 
different types of buildings at different heights. It was planned that participants would view the 
boards and provide input in the form of stickers on each board representing which buildings they 
liked the most and what they might like to see in their community. After presenting this information, 
staff asked the committee members to provide their thoughts.  

o Committee members agreed that this exercise was rushing into the topic of building height 
preference too quickly.  

• The draft worksheet was provided and it was very clear that the questions were too specific to 
building heights.  

o Although the goal of these meetings is the reach a consensus on building heights, Armando 
Payan noted that the worksheets do not relate to the community. Rather, the worksheet should 
include more information regarding community development, and what the community 
would like to see in their neighborhood. There needs to be a focus on community making, 
public art, and how to achieve a world class city. Committee members agreed, stating that the 
worksheet should reflect that ‘change and density is coming to this area – how does that 
affect me, and what do I get out of it?’ What do residents get out of increased building 
heights?  

o Councilman Albus Brooks noted that the spirit of the conversation should reflect on 
community needs/concerns and being an integrated community.  

o Questions should be open to provide for innovative ideas for community amenities. It can be 
extrapolated from this information, what building heights would be required to meet those 
desired amenities.  

o ‘What kinds of amenities do you want to see in your community?’ 
o ‘What are your fears/concerns of greater building height and density in your community?’ 

 It was suggested that maybe this be shaped to be less negative and more positive, so 
that community members aren’t focused on the negatives, but rather provide for the 
development of innovative ideas and possibilities that can result from greater density 
around the transit station.  

• After discussing a variety of benefits resulting from density, including improved schools, community 
amenities, and infrastructure investment, it was suggested that we present public meeting participants 



with specific benefits that result from density, so that they can get a better understanding of what 
density means in their neighborhood.  

• Cynthia Brashears-Wake indicated that this upcoming public meeting should include everyone in the 
community – a broad invitation (when is the meeting? How are we supposed to get the word out?). 
People want to know how they can remain in the neighborhood when change comes. So much change 
and new development is scary for folks – what benefits will there be for existing residents? She 
suggested that, instead of include images of buildings at various heights, people/community members 
be a focus in the images. This would help community members relate more to the idea of different 
building heights if they can picture what it might look like and how they fit into the picture. 

• Armando said we should be asking, ‘What do residents get out of this change in density?’ He offered 
that there are many benefits to increased density, including an improvement to the area schools.  

• Andrew Feinstein offered that increased building heights/density can bring affordability (8 story vs. 
12 story).  

• Justin Croft stated that there is a fear of higher density. We need to demonstrate positive change with 
specificity. Some are jaded and do not believe that change will bring benefits. Let’s ask people to 
respond to how density could be good (or bad).  

o It was suggested that the CAD consultant could provide a series of perspective images from 
local landmarks to get a better understanding of what certain building heights might look like 
when viewing the landscape from an on-the-ground view.  

• Tim Watkins provided a series of images from the CAD consultant that showed the base case for 
building heights in the study area. This base case, or Alternative #1, aggregates information from 
zoning and area plans to create a map of all allowable heights in the area.  

o Recommendations were provided to label the heights over each color provided, and 
differentiate the colors for a clearer visual.  

o Further recommendation was given to provide person-level perspective images rather than 
rely on the plan view/bird’s eye view so that the heights could be better understood by 
community members.  

• Brooks suggested that we not jump straight to building heights. What should people see when they 
first walk in the room at the public meeting?  

• It was suggested that at the public meeting, early on it should be emphasized that the conversation 
about building heights is an attempt to meet the recommendations within the community plans. It is 
not just about building heights, but rather, it is about meeting the desired outcomes that the 
community expressed in the planning efforts that produced each community plan. The building height 
conversation aims to implement these recommendations and further refine them to meet community 
needs and desires. 

• Emily Gloeckner suggested that we ask the community: What are your fears and concerns? What 
would you like to see? It is good to invite people up front to share concerns.  

• Armando agreed, suggesting we ask: What is the ideal community?  
• Justin offered that the City can build trust, since there is a mistrust towards the City and its ability to 

deliver promises.  
• The discussion steered towards understanding community concerns, including affordable housing, 

infrastructure, and ground floor activation/quality urban design. Committee members agreed that it 
was difficult to begin a conversation about potential building heights without understanding what 
tools were available to address the three primary concerns raised, among others.  

• Mallory Bettag provided a brief summary of her findings from her case study research looking at 
Density Bonus Programs around the country and how they could be implemented in Denver, 
specifically at a transit station/TOD.  

o Most density bonus programs were applied in downtowns 
o There were stronger outcomes for community benefits and fees and lower outcomes for 

affordable housing units produced (especially if the programs were voluntary) 



o All communities with incentive programs were affected by recession, leading to low 
affordable housing production as opposed to programs generating substantial sums through 
their cash contribution options.  

o Mandated programs are more effective 
o A short list of specific components/outcomes must be defined within each program, as cities 

with too many components were spread too thin across all benefits and did not provide for 
substantial successful outcomes. 

o All of the case studies included a component of affordable housing, whether it was for units 
built on site, off site, or fees-in-lieu.  

• The committee further discussed tools available for mandating/highly encouraging affordable housing 
within the station area.  

• Louis Kolker, from the Office of Economic Development, presented a broad overview of the tools 
available to the City to provide for affordable housing units, including the Inclusionary Housing 
Ordinance, and GAP financing tools.  

o Currently, the City is working with an $8 Million General Fund for Affordable Housing  
o Typical affordable housing tools include the limited availability of 4% or 9% tax credits 

through CHFA. Federal Home and CDBG funds are dropping (1/3rd in recent years). Mayor 
has responded with the $8 million general fund for affordability. 

o Impact of linkage fees could generate $15 million annually starting next year 
o With the adoption of impact or linkage fees, the IHO would go away.  
o Louis indicated that there are a number of affordable housing developers with new financial 

models and home ownership (defects law safeguards) are encouraging.  
• Justin Croft raised concerns about how existing tools for affordable housing could result in 

developers in the area contributing to affordable housing outside of the 38th & Blake Station Area to 
meet affordable housing requirements, rather than on-site units. 

• Other tools for affordable housing were discussed including impact fees, an additional mill levy, one-
time development fees, or some other type of zoning overlay. However, committee members 
expressed caution from the perspective of a developer, as the benefits for development would have to 
far outweigh the difficulties in meeting additional development requirements, or the desired 
density/height will not be achieved.  

o Andrew Feinstein noted that, as an experienced developer, he finds that it is advantageous for 
developers to have a clear set of requirements to meet for affordable housing, for example, 
rather than blurred language that requires additional discussion with the City.  

o Would the community like to see benefits that might require an impact fee or similar funding 
mechanism?  

o Steve Nalley asked the group if the message should be simpler: separate affordable housing 
as a citywide initiative that will apply to all development, and not just within this area.  

• In addition to affordable housing issues, anticipated concerns for the community include ground-floor 
activation/urban design and infrastructure to support growth.  

o Discussion of a potential Design Overlay for ground floor activation: 
o Joel Noble suggested a one-time impact fee for development in the area 

 Justin was concerned about the cost of building and affordable housing with such a 
tool. How does affordable housing fit into this tool? This tool would be a desirable 
tool for improved infrastructure and urban design. Solving affordability for 
residential rental is key, IHO only applies to for-sale developments.  

o A design overlay could dictate that ground-floor activation when a certain height is provided 
in the development. What the committee agrees is a problem is housing all the way to ground 
level without providing the community with additional retail/commercial benefits that could 
provide jobs in the community.  



• Emily Gloeckner provided a brief overview of the infrastructure commitments in the area related to 
NDCC. She suggested that it be emphasized to the community that a significant investment in 
infrastructure has already been made in the area: light rail. In addition to a multitude of future 
infrastructure investments taking place in the area, the light rail has already proven to provide 
significant investment in the community.  

• Councilman Brooks stated the importance of starting off the public meeting with a message that better 
reaches the community than simply building heights. The meeting should be asking, “What can be 
done to improve this area? What do I want to see in my community? How does greater density affect 
me?” etc. This is about more than just building heights, but it’s about what matters to the community 
and addressing their concerns. Anticipated concerns include affordability, ground-floor 
activation/urban design, and infrastructure improvements to support density and growth.  

o The group agreed that the meeting needs to give community members every opportunity to 
talk about impacts.  

 
Meeting End: 5:30pm  
 
 
 
 

 


